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St Louis Mayor Politely Asks City’s Homeless to Go Be Homeless Somewhere Else
KANSAS CITY- Speaking at a Tuesday
press conference outside city hall, St.
Louis mayor Lyda Krewson politely
requested the city's homeless to go be
homeless somewhere else. "If it's not too
much trouble, I'd like to ask community
members without access to permanent
shelter to try being without shelter in
another city, like Chicago or Memphis,"
announced Krewson. The longtime
mayor, renowned for her magnanimous indifference to those without a

roof over their head, selflessly announced
ongoing plans to relocate St. Louisans
taking refuge on the streets to somewhere
that is not located in St. Louis but still
has streets. "Members of law enforcement
have been advised to confiscate pesky tents
and cumbersome rain flies to discourage
our homeless from feeling obligated to be
homeless in St. Louis as opposed to some
other city where Ms. Krewson is not up for
re-election," wrote Daria Langford, Krewson's PR liaison.
Allies to Crewson's efforts say the
recent pandemic spurred the mayor to
action. "The Krewson machine wants to
help the city's homeless by trading in their
ability to social distance in local parks for
cramped, underfunded shelters where they
won't feel any pressure to talk to reporters
about their social welfare experience," wrote
one political aide.
At press time, the mayor offered free
shelter in police holding cells to any home"It's time we all stand together, especially our homeless people of color.
less. In spirit. Across state lines," said Krewson.

Tireless Mother of Four Honored
With Well-Dressed Brunch at IHOP
MILWAUKEE- In a touching tribute
to her sacrifices over twenty-seven years
of parenting, a local mother of four was
honored with a well-dressed brunch at
IHOP on Sunday.
Donna Fischer, 43, received
thanks from her husband and children
in the form of a Mother's Day venture
to the crowded local pancake restaurant,
to which she also chauffeured the five
other members of her nuclear family in
her Honda Odyssey. Dressed in khakis
and hastily assumed button-down shirts,
the Fischer family respectfully waited
until 9:30 to surprise their mother with
the news they would be going to IHOP
to celebrate, and that they were ready for
whenever she wanted to drive over.
"It's a nice gesture," commented
Fischer to reporters while checking the
wait time again with the hostess. Neighbors say the family, for whom Ms. Fischer
gave up an aspiring career as a cardiolo-
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Ms. Fischer's kids asked if they could stop at CVS
on the ride home to buy a card for someone.

gist, "really delivered" with the trip to their
devoted caretaker's ninth favorite breakfast option. "To throw on some sweaters
from Thanksgiving and treat their mom
to a Rooty-Tooty pancake combo at half
price shows some old school appreciation,"
remarked an extended family member.
At press time, members of Fischer's
family were discussing plans for her birthday,
a business casual dinner at Olive Garden.
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Man Leaves Dishes in Sink Long
Enough To Sprout Orwellian Dystopia
BOSTON- Scientists on Tuesday
announced plans to study cultures from
a Lexington man’s kitchen, where dishes
were left in the sink long enough to
sprout a dystopian society in the style of
writer George Orwell. John Richards,
26, returned home from a weekend in
Burlington to find his dishware had
been neglected long enough to germinate futuristic urban sprawl dominated
by a draconian cult of personality.
"I was washing a few things here
and there, but before I knew it there were
miniature intercoms strapped to the
faucet announcing curfews," confessed
Richards. The quasi-fascist sink state,
known to inhabitants as "Silverton," is
characterized by wealth disparity and
archaic decision-making processes that
seem to highlight capitalism's friction
with humanitarianism. “I made paella
about a week ago, and now they’re using
the skillet as an arena where the rich

fight the poor,” Richards observed.
Scientists predict Richards could
have cut the totalitarian regime off at the
stem had he tossed the bowls in his dishwasher before its industrial revolution.
“Even a quick rub down with a Brillo pad
could have dealt with the rise of technocratic utilitarianism before it took hold
in the utensils,” commented researcher
Natasha Abramovitch.
Abromovitch added that initial
studies have yielded mixed data on the
regime's structure. "It seems like the
Tupperware people have things better than
the citizens in the strainer, but no one's
worse off than those mining in the wok
pot. The hierarchy feels like an allegory for
the dangers of the industrial age" she wrote
while examining cookware from Richards'
"game night" stir fry.
At press time, experts warned the
addition of cookware from Thursday’s pad
thai could destabilize the regime.

Researchers have uncovered an overly-simplistic code of ten laws etched on a sponge.
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For mer Pre-Med C ome s O ut to
Fa m i ly a s A r t H istor y Major

BINGHAMTON- Gathering family
members for an important announcement on Monday, sophomore student
Kayla Bauer came out to her loved
ones as a proud Art History major. The
former pre-med student had previously identified as a lover of natural
sciences and their medical applications, according to her parents.
“It’s a lot to take in. One second
your daughter loves organic chemistry, the next she’s showing up to
Thanksgiving with The Story of Art
by E.H. Gombrich” her father,
John, told reporters. As a teen, Kayla
said, it was simply easier to play
the part of a pre-med, rather than
admit her true urges. "I preferred
to build molecule kits than explain
myself to someone who caught me
kneading clay in the art studio."
While Kayla’s grandparents have
been supportive, they seem to misunderstand her new identity. “They keep

saying I can love both, but insist I’ll end
up picking medicine anyway. They don’t
understand it doesn’t work like that,”
sighed the disheartened student.
Meanwhile, Kayla says she has
found a community she didn’t know she’d
been missing. “‘I feel like I can finally
be myself around other ArtHis and
ComDes folks. No more pretending.”
Speaking with the press, Kayla's

mother expressed more blatant skepticism. “It’s sophomore year, this is
just a phase,” Karen Bauer said. “She
doesn’t want to make life harder on
herself in the long run. Whoever
she marries, I want them to marry a
doctor, not some textual deviant."
At press time, Bauer was
debating how to break the news to her
boyfriend, a pragmatic Finance major.

Kayla's mother suspects her feelings started at a summer camp for the arts in seventh grade.
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